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Shawnee State University

~oAthletesAre Suspended
Due to Charges of Racism

By BIii Holmes
UC News Editor

Two Shawnee State University
athletes, Dawn Sayre and Tiffany
Gorby, have been suspended from
athletic participation due to their
conduct before the game in practice
at the University.
Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice-president of Student Affairs, stated that
Sayre, a member of the Bear's basketball team, and Gorby, a member
ofSSU's softball team, came to the
Bears' basketball practice dressed
in black leotards, with black makeup on their faces, and Central State
Marauder's jerseys. Central State
student body is largely comprised of

By Jay Arr Henderson
uc Assistant Editor

As the Chronicle reported in the
last weeks, Catherine (Cay) Roberts, Assistant to President Clive
Veri, has resigned. Her resignation
takes effect on March 31, 1993.
Roberts has worked at Shawnee
State for over six years and has seen
~bawnee grow from a small two.:ar Community College to the
thriving four-year University that it

African-American students. The
women's basketball coach, Robin
Hagen-Smith, ordered them to appear
in front of Jim Arnzen, athletic director Wednesday morning where they
were placed on suspension.
Dr. Clive Veri, SSU president, had
infonned Central State about the incident concerning Sayre and Gorby.
Security at the game at Central State,
in Wilberforce, Ohio was reinforced
due to the possible threat of violence.
Though it was very doubtful that many
at Central State was aware of the
incident, except for the administration. The security for Central State
was present and escorted the Bears

when they arrived and left the
game.
· · However, there was no reference or problems due to the incident that happened at SSU earlier.
Crabtree said, "We had no incidents at Central State. Their sportsmanship was commendable.''
The Bears fost the game 6744. Arnzen partially places the
poor morale of the players after
the incident in their loss. Arnzen
said, "Morale was definitely
down. We were a big widerdog in
the beginning. Our chance to overturn them [Central State] was tarnished.'' However, Arnzen com-

is today. For a while, Roberts served
as President (being the first woman in
that position in Ohio) and was a major
force in Shawnee's growth.
The Chronicle wondered what
Roberts planned to do after Shawnee.
She writes:
I have enjoyed my work with SSU
a great deal, and I've learned a lot in
each of the three positions I've held. I
feel very privileged to have worked

for President Veri: he is a thoughtful, competent, and caring president. You probably know that I
have a Ph.Din English and taught
for 13 years prior to coming to
work for SSU.
I intend to return to teaching
for the Ohio University regional
campuses when I have the opportuBity. I expect to continue being
active as a volwiteer in the Rotary

mendedSSU representativesat Central State, fans and the Bears, in
their sportsmanship.
Arnzen told the Chronicle that
the situation may be over quickly.
Arnzen said, ''The girls intentions
was not to cause problems, they
didn't think through the implications." He added, "I don"t like
those things to happen, but when
they do we have to handle them. I
think everyone involved has done
a great job in dealing with it.''
Arnzen as result of the inci<;lent is developing along with Matt
Mathews, Director of Disability
Services, a sensitivity training

course that will teach the athletes
about the cultural and ethnic differences in their team and the opposition. Arnzen said, "This will
heighten the sensitivity of racial
issues.''
Crabtree stated the University's
feelings on the incident. ''Our
University's philosophy does not
discriminate or harass any minority, ethic group, or religious group.
That kind of behavior can not be
tolerated. It is an embarrassmentto
the University."
Sayre and Gorby, while on indefinite suspension, await the decision of the administration.

International Youth Exchange pro-

gram and to continue some consult-

ing work in business and technical
communication for groups such as
the American Foundrymen's Society. My husband and I will be working on a volunteer assignment in
Hwigary this summer through the
International Executive Service
Corps.
Cay Roberts

8uilding Bridges of Unity to All People In Spite of Diversity
By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor-in-Chief

As the last people trickled in and
the lights dimmed, a hush came over
the capacity crowd and their mood
chloged to one of somberness and
'i'espect about what they would soon
learn concerning the African
American's wonderfully rich, important history. They were about to
J- "onored with the play '' Music in
"-..-Air" presented Friday, Feb. 19,
br ·a Productions.
·MusicintheAir"wasdirected
and narrated by Maxine Malone, a
talented, proud, beautiful woman,
wearing traditional dress, who is
obviously very proud of her heritage.
The theme of the play was
"Building Bridges of Unity." Nine
pieces (9 scenes) of the bridge were
build ftom "Creation" and "Slavery'' to'' Surviving in the Ghetto''
to "Hope and Dreams" with the

final piece being up to members of
society---' 'to finish bridging the gap

I,asanaudiencemember,becarne
a part of her soul. Then the narra-

been free. Much of the economic
progress of America was due at the
expense ofAfrican-Americans. Weleamofrape,segregation, murder and laws
that kept blacks from voting. We learn of the senseless injustice of not being
able to eat or drink at the
same places as whites.
At several spots in the
play, we learn of the African-American's patriotism
as they well have a right to
be. Their bravery goes all
the way back to the Revolutionary War when two all-black
unitsintheContinentalAnnyfougbt
· against the British. These proud, ·
brave black men fought for a country that did not even recognize them
as citizens. Blackshaveserved their
country well in elected offices. going back all the way to the black

~======================~
tor breaks the scene

that separates us--to continue working together as one!"
This play, with its superior direction, acting and music, gave me chills.
Duringscenetwo,one ofthe actresses,
one of the finest on stage, TV or the
movies, cried and expressed her pain
so well and so vividly, I felt her pain.
Her 8:Cting ability was so remarkable,

with, "Never forget who you are
and where you came from--never
forget Africa.''
The audience is then given
one of the many history lessons of
the black man and woman's plight
to rise from white suppreMion.
We learn their freedom has never

.

.

de~egates of the 1870's who were
"largely responsible for the establishment of a public school system
open to all."
These lessons are tough, yet somehow tender. The actors felt every
wordandeverymovementtheymade
from the youngest to the most mature. They made me feel every range
of emotion known to humankind.
This was the BEST play I've ever
had the honor of seeing. The only
thing wrong is the play is offered only
one time. This is the type of play that
ev~ryone should have the privilege
of seeing, hearing, and feeling. This
play, its actors and its multi-talented
director are dynamic and belong on
Broadway.
Please Ms. Malone, do all of
Portsmouth a favor and somehow,
S<meway keep this play alive soothers can learn of your beautiful history.

.
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Thoughts of a Born-Again Conservative
By Kevin Zornes
UC Copy Editor
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Note: This Twilight .ZOmes is dedicated to Martin Poston. Maybe someday, you'll see the error o_f your
ways, sir.
You're traveling through space
and time. You come to a door leads
ing to another dimension. A dimension where Bugs Bunny rules,
Smurfs are extinct, and I've paid off
the national deficit just because _I'm
a nice guy. You're about to cross
over into ... The Twilight Zornes.
Welcome. This week, I'm having a wonderful time. I was in a bad
mood earlier. Our belittled President has scared me into thinking
maybe we won't survive the next
four years.
However, after going to Dr.
Holt's class, I've been reassured
that maybe things aren't totally lost.
Dr. Holt told us about his fiveyear-old daughter who, despite her
age, is apparently politically active
and refers to Bill Clinton as Bill
Klingon.
Five-year-olds are amazing
scholars.
This was a comforting thought.

I mean, if the youth of our nation
already know Clinton is "alien" to
everything involving the leadership

of our country,

things can't be too bad.

Yes, as long as I know the yputh
of America are aware of the idiocy
plaguing the oval office, I will sleep
better. It almost makes me think
maybe we should lower the voting
age to two-years-old.
·
· The worst thing about this would
be the fact we would have to make
shorter voting booths. One solution
to this problem would be to let the
children vote right after they take
their spelling tests.
The best thing about letting children vote is that most children have
conservative values. It's natural to

Hendersonwillrequire an indefinite
stay in a private
room and many
very expensive
tests and, in Dr.
Stickem's words,
"certain experi~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!~ mentalprocedures
that the animal"I See Everything
rights people won't let us use on the
Twice"
lab rats."
By Jay Arr Henderson
Mr. Henderson was placed on a
uc Assistant Editor
heavyregimenofpain-killingdrugs
Note from the Editor:
after being admitted to the hospital.
Jay ''Next time I '11 kick their His dosage has been increased sevbehinds up between their eraltimestocombatdesperatecomshoulderblades" Henderson is still plaintsaboutvariousachesandpains.
recovering from the beating he re- At different times, Mr. Henderson
cently received after stating in this hasstatedthathebelieveshisbackis
column he was in possession ofpho- broken, he has whiplash, his "booty
tographs of a major law-enforce- hurts," he has sprained his body and
ment official "in a compromising inoneparticularlycreativeoutburst,
position." His physician, Dr. thathehassomethinghecalls"conHoldem Stickem, originally stated tact cirrhosis." At one point he sat
that there would be no permanent up suddenly in bed and exclaimed,
damage and that Mr. Henderson "I see everything twice!" Having
should be back at his desk soon. read Catch-22, I was not fooled by
Based on this prognosis, an admin- this plagiarized ploy and tried to
istratorfromShawneeStateUniver- explaintothedoctorthatthiswasan
sity,, who has asked not to be identi- old gag. But no, the doctor, having
fled and who will ~reinafter be approximately the intelligence of a
referred to as •',the.brainless doofus pissant with.a head injury, increased
who fools .yo:u into thinking bf s Mr. Henderson's medication yet
llWTUl,Il by walking upright,'' signed again. It was shortly after this that
a paper guaranteeing full Pilyment Mr.lien~rsongoosedanurse,stuck
ofallMr. Henderson'smedicalbills. two tongue-depr:essors up Jns nosWe are~nQ,~h IQf~~. ~;;~\;(,,..,trils and did an i i n ~ ~~

. .

be a conservative w~f4lll.'reifil'e.
Children are poisoneaty liberalism
in their teenage years when they are
subjected to
shows like

and Beverly
Hills 90210.
Yes, it's
true. We're
all born cons er vat iv e.
Onlythemost
scholarly of

us stay conservative.
Okay, I'll admit, I defected to
the other side for a few years. I tried
to be liberal. I pierced my ears three
times, grew long hair which made
me look like Jesus (ifHe looked like
that), and would conform to anything that seemed unconformable.
I realized how confused I was
(I've told people this before) when
I began watching Rush Limbaugh
and agreeing with everything he
said. I cut my hair (most of it) and
refused to deny my republican status any longer.
I've felt better ever since.
I mean, why lie? No one is ever

break-dancing walrus.
Dr. Stickem has stated that the
new injuries are not serious and that
Mr. Henderson should be able to
feed himself, construct simple sentences and recognize members of
his family within a week.
But I'm not signing anything.
In place of Mr. Henderson's
usual column, we present a column
by Brigadier General (Mrs.) Joe
"Anita" Biggins. This was, apparently, Mr. Henderson's request. It
was his last coherent statement before the Xanex hit his bloodstream
and he began to mumble something
thatsoundedlike, "All'srightwith
the whalepoop and God's in Fort
Lauderdale." Mr. Henderson's
wishes were communicated to us
by the General himself whose hearing is not what it used to be; it is
possible that Mr. Henderson may
have said something else entirely,
but it is unlikely that whatever he
really said wouJd have made much
more sense. He never has.
In any case we present, else~
where in this paper, a column b~
Brigadier General {Mrs.) Joe
''Anita'' Biggins. I have _registered
my personal protest against printing the ramblings ofa demented old
man and have been voted down by
my fellow reporters whose reason~
ing ran as follows:
(l)Mr.Hendersonisasickmanand
it,~s.l\<>uld be
honored.

reallyii~tal; You' re either conservative or a confused conservative.
Years ago, when conservatives first
became confused, they attempted to
find themselves. The first step: finding a name for themselves. Not ha~
ing a clue, they played the infamo_
dictionary game.
They opened the dictionary to a
certain page and placed their finger
onarandomentry. The word ''idiot''
seemed too derogatory. They tried
again. This time, the word "liberal" came up. It seemed like a good
name.
And the madness began.
I'm n~ putting liberals down. I
realize life can be coofusing. I'm explaining to them that there is a way out.
They can get help. I am cwrently
wcrking on an 800 hotline that liberals
can call to get the counseling they
need. I'm here to help, not humiliate.
Whether or n~ the hotline does
any good, we won't know until the
next election.
As long as Bill Klingon doesn't
get elected again, I think we '11 be
okay.
If not, we'll probably have to
move ... to The Twilight Zornes.
(2)Looking at some of Mr.
Henderson's recent columns, this
couldn't possibly be any worse.
(3) Most college students don't read
the
anyway, so who's to know
difference?
(4) We have nothing else to fill this
space.
(5) The paper is free.
Having been outvoted, I was1
my hands of the whole matter and
announce that elsewhere in these
pages,youwillfindGeneralBiggins'
column.
'
Read at your own risk and may
God have mercy on yourwhalepoop.

I'm not interested in
age. People
wh.o tell their
age are silly.
You're as old
as ~you feel.
-Elizabeth Arde_.p. ,i, ,
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Verbal and Written Communication A Form of
Control That Makes Women Lose Linguistic Identity
Miratelloll Tells Whopper UC Editor Still Goin~ Strone

By Donna Kerecz

uc Editor-in-Chief

I, like many women and many minorities, notice the linguistic

I know this news will not make some people, including tenns that are used by society toward those thought of as '' less
wninistration, happy but...I have NOT quit r.;;;;;;_ _ _ _ _;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ithan perfect.''
J job as Editor of the Chronicle.
The social strucThe rumor was started by a figurehead adviture of our society
depends on verbal
sor named Miratellall. This cUMing individual
was acting for the opposition to indoctrinate a
and written communication. And power
" flunky puppet" as editor and turn the Chronicle
into a conservative, press-release, administraand control can be
tive rag."
held or gained
According to this Miratellall, " .. .I like to tell
through this median.
stories so that rumors won't get started." So, like
Language provides
the true defender of rumors he is, Miratellall told
the framework on
another story---this time about me and the news editor. whichwebecomesocialized. Justlookattheuseofgirlandboy.
According to Miratellall we are about to marry. So .... okay Some members of society and my staff think to call a woman a
he got one story right. Mr. Holmes,NewsEditor,hasasked girl is a compliment. But when society calls a man a boy it is
me to marry him, BUT does Miratellall know when? I do! derogatory and implies subordination, as whites did to African
Now, let's move to a serious subject, real life. This past American men.
By calling a man a boy it takes away or belittles his
weekend male members of my staff were having a de liberation with me about sexism in the English language (at experience and his competence. But by societies standard
least they quickly came to realize that was the topic). The calling a woman a girl says she is young. Sound good? No! This
conversation originally started from the use of "Lady" helps add to the socialization that women should be judged for
Bears.
beauty and men should be judged for competence. It also adds
I think the tenn "lady" is used because these women, to that socialii.ation that aging detracts more from a woman's
along with all women's sports, are thought to be secondary looks than from a man's.
tomen'ssports. Thiswasawaytoidentifythewomen'steam
Finally, I had a male who agreed with me BUT he still felt
from the men's team and still keep them in a lessor role. it was okay to classify women, at least in legal documents, in
Our sports editor strongly disagreed with me. He male tenns. I say NO again. Why can't we just use genderbelieves the tenn "lady" to identify women's sports neutraltenns? And why should it be okay to classify women
shows respect. He got out his sports book and said all the in male tenns in the law. The law has been one of the worst
women's teams were called "lady". Sure, I agreed all the discriminators of women. In 1873, the Supreme Court ruled
women's teams are called "lady" because whether con- that a woman was not constitutionally entitled to practice law.
sciously or not, it is a fonn of socializing the female gender The opinion of Justice Joseph B. Bradley stated: ''The natural
as one of second class.
and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the ·female
These males disagreed with me and I was told I was sexevidentlyunfitsitformanyofthe occupations of civil life.
••status conscious.'' Well of course I'm status conscious and The paramount destiny and mission of woman are to fulfill the

•·

How to Tell a Bus,inessm,an from a
Busines's woman

A businessman is aggressive; a bus~esswoman is pushy.
He is careful about details; she's pi~ky.
He loses his tefflJ}er because h~ •s so invol~d in his job,; she!~ bitchy. . . •
He's depressed, ajeveryone tiptoes past his office; she's moody, so# must be her time ofthe month.
He follows through; she doesn't know whtm- to quit
· ·

He'S,firin;:s1ie~s sfubboi"n.. ·

:~-,

.,_

He #es wise judgeme111:5; 'reveals her l)fCjymces.
He is a man of ~world; sne'$/been at0tirid: .

f< ·

··5=ta:1;:~·· . .
ije. is1ft afiaid tQ•y "'~~ thinks; she!s q,inionate4

Tabinfrom~

· · · · tJgJmd.JYiif' · · ·
:)1

Did You Know???

--The median income of family heath lDl&r age 30 with
acollegedegreeisfourtirnes,reaterthantbatofbighscbool
dropouts--$24,000 versus $6,240.
· -:-Of the unmarried •W<ineD who became pregDIUJt. 45
percent' of unmarried white women and 10 percent of au
umnanied black women.marry before lbe birdloftheir child.
.
,~56,000 women~•">
Day uvey. one-hall Slid lhal tbeywculd not mmy die sane man

•·' r•~

--Of the more than 50 millim married couples
in the United States, 1.8 percent are interracial.
--Of marriages performed- in the U. S.;. 67.1
percent are those in which the groom is older than
the llide;.22.1 percaiarethoseinwbichtbe-bride
is rilder than the grociin; J0.8 percent are ihose in
which the partners are the same a,e.
-EiahtY-eiaht .percent at wmnen who seport
.bavin&. eiccei.: JDKriqea •Y M Ibey ae

•--mlkilac equally.

·

noble and benign office of wife and mother. This is the law of
the Creator."
When society repeatedly uses the tenns man, he and his,
we teach girls that the male population is more important.
By using these tenns, the female population's identity is
being defined out ofthe human race. We lose our "linguistic
identity as women."
"With the habit of talking about things in certain ways
come the habit of thinking about them in those ways.
Language helps to reinforce the status quo and perpetuates
sexist attitudes and practices that inhibits social change.'' We
need to be conscious of sexism in our language, even if we
don't realize the damage we are causing to our population. We
are socializing children and perpetuating fixed ideas in adults
that women are less than men. '' The eradication of sexism in
our English language will help to eliminate bias from other
parts of society.'' Think about what F. Scott Fitzgerald once
wrote, '' Begin with an individual and before you know it, you
have created a type; begin with a type and you have created-nothing.''
I 'II leave you with one thought. I asked our sports editor if
it would be okay, especially since our female athletes gener•
ally do better than our male athletes, to call the women's teams
the Bears and the males' s teams the Gentlemen Bears. He
didn't like the idea? What do you think?
Just one more note. lbis afternoon I turned on the TV and
coming on was a Woman's basketball game between the
Connecticut Huskies and the Stanford Cardinals covered by
CBS Sports. I watched intently for awhile and not once were
these women called ''girls'' or '• Lady Huskies/Cardinals' '.
Throughout the whole game they were referred to by the
male and female announcer as Huskies or Cardinals or as
Connecticut or Stanford.
The week ·of March I - 5 is Women's Awareness Week
sponsored by GROW, Student Support Services and the
Di vision of Student Affairs. If you should want more information on the activities call 355-2558 or 355-2370.

Love in the Shadows
of Racism

.,. II

By Rose Ann Russell-Rosier

uc Features Editor

.__<:__.........

Last week, I read an article on the statistics of racial marriages. In the
wake of Valentine's Day, I decided to vent my opinion on the subject. We
all are a blend of many races and cultures. The marriage of two persons of
any "race" should not be anyone else's concern. Nor should the relationships of two persons of the same sex for that matter concern any other
individuals.
With the state ofour world as it is, (pollution, wars, famine, and politics
that make the Earth a rather depressing place to live), why not have some
love? Everyone desires to be loved, and who they are loved by is their
choice. Who are we to dictate that simply due to race that it is not socially
a~ceptable to love a certain person? Why is that society frowns upon
interracial love? The numbers show that interracial couples have doubled
since 1980, up to over one millim. Not all of these are blaclc/white
relationships, but this is the majority group. Regardles., of race, people will
cmtinue to fall in love with each other. Why try to stop it?
We are all of the same race; the hwnan race. Why can't we be more

accepbQlandundeistandmatowardsourfellowlannanswhentbeychoose

to fall in love. Love isabardenou&h battle in ittelf. Why must the altitudes
and prejuciceofodlcrscOlqJlicale ilDKn?These an;.. a f e w ~
I llill have difficully in inswerin&- I still win open-minded and
oplllheanedtoa)'QIIO in low.
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HowThings GotTheir Names

By Dennis Day
UC StaffWriter

Did you ever wonder how things
got their names? For example, why
did a glass inherit the name "tumbler"? I can't imagine how in the
world a glass could ever be known as
a tumbler. If that were the case, the
person who named it a tumbler may
havejustaseasilycalled ita shatterer
or a breaker. But a tumbler? Maybe
it was the last name of the man or
woman who first produced ~e type
of glass.
Let• s study some possible namederived items and terms.
I wonder if a man walked into a
doctor's office in 1847 complaining
of pains. The doctor said. ''Well,
Mr. Hemorrhoid, it appears that you
have a never-before-seen case of
inflamed rectal tissue. Now, does it
hurt when I do this? ... " That same
doctor was seen later that day with a
test tube sticking out his left ear, and
the tenn ''lefty'• was coined.
It is rumored that one spring day
in 1873, a woman by the name of
Mrs. Clara Idiot walked in front of a
train without looking both directions.
Henc~, the tenn "idiot" has been
used ever since.
In the late 1930's, Mr.
. Crossyourheart was trying to invent

A

a product which would improve his
wife• s bust, to make it more like that
of his girlfriend• s. He came up with
a nylon device which was the forefather in design to the type of brassiere commonly used by Madonna
today,
However,
Mr.

Thighmaster.
Andrew de la toilet, a Frenchman,
was a good friend of Sir Thomas
d'Outhouse in the late 1600's. One .
night, they had become drunk while
playing cards with Inez Uno and Bertha Blackjack. Andrew drank so much
that when nature called, he went
ln~~--~~;.;;.iiii--iiiii~~~ outside to find a bush, as was customary inthosedays. Unabletofind
a spot, he remarked to Thomas,
''What we need is a sort of honorable resting place for momentary
discharges.•' '' Good idea,•• replied
Thomas. '' But what should we call
it?" asked Andrew. "1'oilet, Toilet, Toilet, how do you come with
these ideas?" "Toilet! That's the
perfect name! And we'll build a
small building to put it in, and call
Crossyourheart never got to reap that an outhouse!" "Andrew, you're
the wealth ofhis invention, because a genius! Now, no one could ever
he died shortly after Mrs. forget our names!"
One day in 1947, an American
Crossyourheart fOW1d out about the
girlfriend.
scientist by the name ofPhilip Marcus
Ms. Nordictrack wasn't pleased Scott studied female disorders. He
with her figure, so she and few Jane discovered, almost by accident, that
Fonda-crazed friends developed a most women succumb to a regular
totally useless device which fits in monthly period in which they seem
the corner of your home and col- much more irritable than at other
lects dust. Ms. Nordictrack is now a times. His girlfriend at the time was
wealthy but· unfit woman. She's Leona Helmsle:r, who was used as a
good friends with Janet study subject, as were Philip• smother

and sisters. "Their was no question about it'•, said Scott, ''that
women definitely have a bitchy
period of the month.•• Unwilling
to release his findings with his
name attached, he used his initials,
which are commonly known as
PMS.
Among the many famous
people in our nation• s inventive
history are Jane Microwave, Tony
Zenith, Mary Gordon (who didn't
invent a single thing I just thought
I•d throw that name infor fun!), H.
Ross Ziplock, Ronald Energizer,
Beth Radioshack, George
Icantbelieveitsnotbutter, Arthur
Saladshooter, Susie Chapstick,
Wendy McDonald, Becky Microphone, Joe Contactlens, Angie
Spam, WilliarnBrillo,Jack Sponge,
BerthanBroom,JulieConiet,Alexander Graham Telephone and Fred
Whiteout.
These are just a couple ofwhich
I am aware. I recently found out
that Sir Walter Portsmouth founded
Portsmouth, and Mr. and Mrs.
South Shore were the first people
to live in what is now known as the
metropolitancenterofSouth Shore.
Beth Scioto was the first person to
drown in the Scioto River, hence

it's name in honor of her poor
corpse. James Gay has Gay Street
named after him.
Bruce Owen Oscar Brian &
Scott (a R&D) finn inven~
device which, similar to
'
Crossyourheart's, also enhancew
woman's bust. The finn was going
to use the first letter fonn each of
their names (Bruce Owen Oscar
Brian & Scott), but decided to use
the tenn Mamm-O-Matic instead.
Adam Brown used to work in
the nuclear weapons department
for the US Government. The government asked for a test subject to
test the detonation mechanism for
the firstnucleardevice. Poor Adam
didn't live to see the results of the
test. He's now covering most of the
state ofNew Mexico, but the government has used his name in
memory of him by naming the new
device the atom bomb.
Phineas Phart worked on a mixture to help alleviate the symptoms
of gas.
Well, that completes our stroll
through American Industrial history. Any questions? Ask Mark
FunkandMattWagnall, whowrote
a series of enc~cl~dias,. one ~t ~library near you.

C: <>mi ca.lVi ew C>f Gas Prices=====================

By Tom Davis
Sports Editor

I work Bingo on Wednesday
evenings for the SSU Women's
Softball team in conjunction with
the Lion's Club at Gatzby. I was
going from table to table, selling
ripoff, also known as tips, to the
bingo players. At one table I
stopped at, I overheard a comical discussion going on between

two elderly ladies, who were
buying my rip-offs. The first
woman, whose name I do not
know but will be called Jane for this
short story, asked the other elderly
woman, referred to as May, "Have
you noticed how gas prices have
beengoingup?" Mary answered,
"No I haven't."

Jane astonishingly questioned,
''How could you not notice? The gas
station owners are changing their
prices on their signs everyday."
"No, Jane I haven't," Mary
quiped.
I was ready to move to the next
table but after seeing the quizicle
look on Jane's face, I knew another

earnest question would soon follow. Not to be let down, Jane said
exasperatedly. "Mary, there is no
way in the world you couldn 'thave
noticed the soaring and over
influxuated gas prices when you
stop to get gas.''
Mary turned in her chair and
looked right at Jane and stated,

'' Jane you know since my husband
died, I don't go any where except to
the store and here to bingo every
Wednesday night.''
Jane said, "Yeah, so?"
Mary continued, '' Well, on the
way to bingo I stop at B.P. and get
fivo. dollars worth of gas and it has
never gone up.••

A Response to The "Environmentally Prepared Children" Article
By Stephanie Wright
UC Opinion Editor

In response to Ms. Ulsh. I agree
emphatically with her statement,
'' children need to be taught a concern for their world, as they need to
be taught responsibility for their actions.'' What I don't agree with is
that " ...children often feel that the
world is a cold inhospitable place

after being shown the effects ofacid day" is inevitable, they need to unrain, landfills, arid air pollution.
derstand their ability to change conAs a prospective elementary ditions locally. The atmosphere of
school teacher and a parent of two Ms. Ulsh's article is that today's
children, I believe that children can children are unable to grasp any
understand the abstract concept of abstract idea. I disagree because if
the world conditions if they are parents and teachers use a concrete
"taught" onacoocretelevel. Rather approach, children can learn abstract
than telling children that ''dooms- ideas. Children can even understand

poverty and abuse. The key is to

many sources to support the view
that children can "deal with environmental concerns ... " and then
test these ideas on her own
.dren or a friend's children . . ._v et
one-on-one with children a.
ou
may find a lot of children who not
only understand, but have some
pretty good ideas on how to help.

think oo a worldwide level but

"teach" on a local level and allow children to see these conditions. For example a child can
learn about air pollution by using
particle collectors in his/her own
yard.
I challenge Ms. Ulsh to find as

WriterThinks Helping OSA Will Increase Stud~nt Fees
To tbe Editor,
D.M. Stuart presented a whopper on January 2S.

" ...$1.00 of a student's general
fee to be allocated to help suppm

OSA. This would not result in a
increase in the general fee ... "
What are these dollars that can
be spent from fees but not raised

from fees? Shades of LBJ's Bob
McNamara lying to Congress about
elevenbilliondollarsmagicallytransferred from nowhere in their war

.

f

budget!
Only already collected real dollars not spent for something else
PJY l.bills. A latent't budget
bomb
t
..

•

._ t

•

1

I

a

woo'thelpusevenifitwould "help
support" OSA with a mere 1300
percent raise.
Josepb Klapp, 1
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West Virginia Faculty
May Receive Raises

granted support by many civil rights
leaders, due to her stand for civil
liberties.
Her specialty has been dealing
with the civil rights of children. She
has received recognition for the enforcement of child abuse and child
support cases.
Reno also worked to establish a
program which enables first time

w:11 lead Russia plagues the largest
republic ofthe former Soviet Union.
Fighting between Russian President
Boris Yeltsin and Parliament leader
Ruslan Khasbulatov continues over
whether the President or Parliament
will initiate and lead economic reforms which will try to form a market-style economy for the nation.
The two have agreed to met in

(Charleston) According to
~abell Collllty, W.Va. Senator Ned
Jiles (D), members of the West
Virginia area faculty are expected to
receive a pay raise of$5,000 distributed among three years. The raises,
if passed, will give faculty $2,000
more the first year and $1,500 a year
for the next two years. He clearly andnon-violent r-=================;;.i
stated that no precise plans have drug offenders
been discussed, but that figure is a to serve their
sound start.
time inrehabiliJones was one of the senators tation, rather
who voted down the annual West than prison.
Those who
Virginia state budget that was recommended by Governor Gaston argue against
Caperton, stating the budget did not Reno's nomiinclude enough funding for higher nation say that
education. Jones said, " ... the one she often turned
year pay raise of $2,000 wasn't public corrupenough and that we will consider a tion cases over~=================~
multi-year plan when the bill gets to to federal prosecutors, which are
the Senate Finance Committee."
oftenrigorousanddifficulttoargue. regular conferences to discuss the
According to one official for Others argue that federal laws make separation of powers in Russian
Caperton, he would approve such a it easier to gain convictions and that government.
The Russian president wants firm
she donated her time to more critical
plan.
The three year proposal as matters which dl<I not share as much \;Vuuvl uv~I ~..:;ouonu\; n::suucturing
of the fragile economy, which is
planned to bring West Virginia up to media attention.
According to Eleano Smeal of suffering from hyperinflation of
the standards of faculty salaries set
by the Southern Regional Education the Liberal Flllld for Feminist Ma- approximately 2,600 percent a year.
Board. The Board is comprised of jority, "I think for the first Yeltsin wants a smaller Parliament,
15 states.
time ... violence against women is similar to that of the Western degoing be in the forefront of the mocracies, rather than the larger
Congress that was established under
nation's agenda."
Reno nominated for
Many people criticize Clinton's Soviet rule. As a bargaining chip
Attorney General ·
nomination
as tokenism. According with Parliament, Yeltsin is willing
(Washington) Janet Reno has
of Collations for to cut his term of office by one year
to
Thomas
Jipping
favorable odds of being confirmed
America,
a
conservative
organiza- by calling for presidential elections
by the United States Senate as U.S . .
is
the
name
of the in 1995.
tion,
"Tokenism
Attorney General. Reno is the third
The conservative Parliament,
game.''
They
fear
that
to
the
new
candidate and the second nominee
of which were former Commany
is
more
imadministration,
gender
of President ~ill Clinton's Adminmunist
Party members, feel that
portant
than
qualifications.
They
site
istration for the position ofAttorney
Yeltsin
is
trying to wrestle too much
that all of the nominees and all the
General.
in
the
hands of the executive
power
Clinton has called Reno the final candidates were women, debranch.
Furthermore,
Khasbulatov,
"front-line crime fighter." She said spite the fact Clinton claims he conon simply
rather
than
specifying
that she would built a Justice De- sidered at least four men for the
economic
reform,
wants
a
firm sepapartment ''that reflects a position of attorney general.
of
powers
established
for the
ration
Many women's organizations,
government...that which people all
branches
of
Russian
government.
however, praise Clinton's move to
across America comes first."
Yeltsin had hoped that the
The54-year-oldfemalehasbeen nomina!e another women after the
planned
April 11 referendum over
Dade County's State Attorney since Senate's failure to confirm corpothe
constitution
would give him an
1978, andsupervisesover230 attor- rate lawyer z.oe Baird for hiring
advantage
over
the conservative
:ys. Her office has processed over illegal aliens for domestic employhim the mantle of
Congress
and
give
--. "1),000 cases per year, including ees. The other female candidate had
leadership.
Many
Russian citizens,
similar reasons for her disqualifica,000 felonies.
of the factional
however,
are
tired
The Harvard Law School gradu- tion.
fighting
taking
place
within the govThe Senate confirmation hearate began her career in Dade County
ernment
while
·they
are suffering.
with considerable trouble. In 1980, ings will begin in approximately
Russia's
industrial
production
has
she lost the case against several three weeks. If confirmed by the
fallen
18.8
percent
and
its
Gross
white Miami police officers who Senate, Reno will be the nation's
beat Arthur McDuffie, a black in- first female Attorney General of the NationalProduct(GNP)hasdropped
20 percent.
surance agent, to death. The verdict United States.
Vassily Lipitsky, a representasparked riots and labeled Reno a
of the Civic Union in Parliative
Russian President In
racist.
ment,
said, "This political conflict
Reno did win a reelection in Conflict With Parliais
between
men, not between
1984 and pressed for greater civil ment
bnu1ches
pf
power.
'' He .added,
rights for minorities, She-has been·
(Moscow) The queStion ·oflwho' "The oeoole don't understand this

conflict. All they know is that they
are suffering."
Yeltsin said that if the meeting
could produce an acceptable draft of
the constitution, the referendum
would be canceled. Eighteen governments of the 20 semi-autonomousrepublicshaveadvised Yeltsin
not to have the scheduled referendum. If the discussions fail to conclude with an approved constitution, Yeltsin seems prepared to go
on with the referendum, despite his
loss of popularity from the citizens
of Russia.

ets who crushed the Prague Spring
reforms.
Slovokia is a nation of five million people that has inherited the
problems of Communist rule. Most
of their industry is out of date and
soaring unemployment rates have
crippled the nation.
Kovac will take office for five
years on March 3, 1993.

OPEC Reduces Oil

Production

(Kuwait) The Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), comprised of 12 nations,
Kovac named nation's
voted to ratify a 1.5 million barrel a
President
day cut in oil production beginning
(Bratislava) Michal Kovac was March I. The cartel hopes to raise
named by the Slovakian Parliament oil prices by cutting market supply
to be the newly-formed nation's from its current quota of over 25
President. Kovac, a former banker million barrels a day.
Kuwait did not want the cut in
and speaker of the Czechoslovakian .
parliament, ran without opposition production due to revenue gains that
and won I 06 votes out of the 150 it has incurred since its liberation
member parliament, giving him the from Iraq during Operation Desert
three-fifths vote needed to be elected. Storm. However, Ali al-Baghli,
Kovac is Slavokia's first Presi- Kuwait's minister to OPEC, had
dent to be elected after the nation split won a concession because the rewith the Czechrepublic. He stated that duced production is only tempohe would split all ties with the party rary.
and help form the movement for a
Sources: Associated Press,
democratic Slovolcia. ~ovac said that, Herald-Dispatch, Reuters, USA
as President, he would not side with Today.
ll!lY faction to promote unity.

The President~lectwas the vice-

chairman in London of the
Czechoslovakia's Zivnostenska
Banka. Kovac lost his job when he
and a half-million Communist Party
members were expelled by the Sovi-

rite News for the

Chronicle. Call
Bill Holmes, News
Editor, at 3552278 or see him in
Massie 411.

POwer
and
Empowerment
Women's Awareness Week
March 1-5, 1993
FeatUrlng:

Lectures & worl<Shops

• Life in the 90s and Beyond
• Women in the World of work
- ltaditional & Non-traditional Jobs
- sexual Harassment
• Violtmce: How to Manage It; How
to Stop It la panel di!cussion>
• Leadership
- Pl:1.Yer Communication
- Leadership Styles
- self Image & Self Esteem

Movies
Exhibits
Panel Discussions
student Participation
Refreshments
For further information-including speclf,c dates.
tim~ and locatlon,._Dle;Ke contact the GRO.W.
office on the firu floor of the Commons Building
or at 355-2558 or 355-2370.
Sponsored

bv

G.R.O.W.

OrMOl'ICltns:ts.COOl"OlnalDr

Student SUPPort Services
EwtattPMlffhNl.dlf'ectl)(

Division of Student Affairs
• Cenerating

Or. i:i...1 Cratltf'N. YD insidlnt:

llars(IC Oc,oortUl"lltlM for W0men

--:-SHAWNEE STATE
UNIVERSITY
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SSU'S Adam Jones not typical college student

By April Sargent
UC Photo Editor

At first glance Shawnee State
student Adam Jones seems to be
yourtypicalcollegestudent,butwith
further examination you'll find
something very.unusual about him.
This difference doesn't show in his
appearance, it is in his deeds. Adam
has volunteered to undergo a surgery that would cause most of us to
cringe. He is donating one of his
kidneys to his father.
Adam's father, Glenn Jones,
suffers from a condition known as
Chronic Renal Failure which causes
a deterioration of the kidneys. At
presentthisconditionisn'tlifethreateningandhehasn'thad togothrough
kidney dialysis, but with only 10
percent usage of his kidneys his life
the older Jones• life has become
increasingly uncomfortable.
The procedure used to remove a

Public
Notice

Compiled By
Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor

The University Chronicle
announces the dismissal of
Robert Gambill, Business
Manager, from the staff.
The position of Business
Manager has been given to
Martin Poston, who will assume responsibilitiesforthese
duties.
Gambill will no longer
represent the Chronicle in any
areas, including business.

~=====·=,.=·=
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-,
Raise a Cool
,?

.INJUS,J' ONE:\YEl:kl .

PLUS$1000FOR ,THE.
MEMBERWH..O <:4.LU1,

No owtptioaiNo'~

Yow also 1et a PREE

be much longer
than Adam's
due to observational purposes.
When questioned about
what made him
decide to give
one of his kidneys to his father, Adam responded, "My
Dad has done a
lot for me in my
life. Iwanttodo
what I can to
make his life
more comfortable. I know he
would do it for
me."
Because of
Adams young

Adam Jones

age (he is 20 years old), some may
question the wisdom of such a
sacrifice. However,Adam assured
the Chronicle that his father's cooditiooisnothereditary, andhebasD<'
fear that he will need the kidney laae.
in his life.
Thesurgeryistentativelyscheduled fer March 16 at University
Hospital in Columbus. David
Crawford, of WCMH Channel 4 in
C.ol.wnbus, will be using the Jones'
case to prepare an crientation program. This ixograrn will be used to
p-epare~kidney<knnaoolrafflplant patien1s fer their surgeries.
It isn't often we get the chance
to repay our parents for our lives,
and it is very rare that we do this
with such courage and sacrifice.
Adam should be commended for
his bravery and his love fer his
father.

Series of Speakers Coming to SSU

Write for the
Chronicle

. $ I f)QC).

kidney is very difficult and involves having to cut the patient
practically in half. After the
surgery Adam will remain in
the hospital for seven days. It
will then take a month of recovery before he is allowed to lift
heavyobjectsordrive. The surgery is scheduled over spring
break and, all things permitting, Adam plans to attend
classes spring quarter with the
help of family and friends.
Glenn's part of the surgery
will be considerably easier than
Adam's. The doctors have decided not to remove his failing
kidneys on the chance that his
body could reject Adam's kidney. They will place the new
kidney in front of the old one.
This only requires a slight incision, but his hospital stay will

·.·

. ,

The Pixley Committee and the
Ohio Humanities Council will be
presenting a series of speakers over
the next few months who should be
of interest not only to Shawnee students, but also to many others in the
community.
The talks are given in the Flohr
Auditorium ofthe Shawnee University Library. The talks will begin at
7:00 p.m. and usually last approximately an hour, after which there is
a question period. There is a reception afterward.
Speakers and topics for the
upcoming lectures will be:
March 1
James P. Sterba
"Environmental Justice"

his credit. He was President of the
Concerned Philosophers for Peace
and President of the International
Issues:
Prospects
and Association for Philosophy of Law
Problems for Moral Unification in a and Social Philosophy, American
Multi-cultural Werld''
Section (AMINT APHIL) and has
The May speaker, Ned received the prestigious Reinhold
McOennen, is from Bowling Green, Niebuhr Award. He was also winner
Ohio and the November speaker, of the Fulbright Award with a grant
Robert Audi, is from the University to teach in the Soviet Union. He is
of Nebraska.
currently President of the North
The first speaker, James P. American Society for Social PhiSterba, of the University of Notre losophy.
Dame, is one of the major figures in
Mr. Sterba is the second Presimodern philosophy, with scores of dent of the Society to appear at
academic and professional awards. Shawnee State as part of the Pixley
He also has 13 books, including Lecture Series. It needs to be recogFeminist Philoso_phies and EaJ1h nized that this is a tremendous coup
~ . and over a hundred publica- for Shawnee State University. Few
tions in magazines and journals to universities in the nation have the
May 17

Ned McClennen

''Ulysses and the Sirens Revisited'•
Nav. 2 Robert Audi "Moral

ability to have nm Presidents of
the North American Society for
Social Philosophy within
years. SSU has hosted two Presidents within nm years ..
Much of the credit for this outstanding achievement must go to
Professor Kendall D' Andrade of
the Philosophy Department.
The Pixley lectures are funded
in part by a grant from the Pixley
Trust of the Scioto County Area
Foundation, and in part by the
Ohio Humanities Council, a statebased agency of the National Endowment for the Humanities,
which makes grants to nonprofit
organizations in Ohio for public programs in the humanities.

Valuable Lessons Learned Froa:n Prejudices
By Stephanie Wright
uc Opinion Editor

confusioo. For several mootm, he speaking of Daniel Stewart. Fe.-tu- yet
Medical science breakthroughs lived alone with this news. When he nately for him, he did have many
Daniel is still 14 boors from
•~~32-0~.28,E:it.'5 .
can be very tricky. Test results can released the results of his test, he suppcrters as well. He also found a receiving his bachelors degree. Due
damage a person's reputation aoo found that many people were p-eju- doctcrwhowouldnotaccepttheinitial to financial difficulties, both per
L;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;!I psyche. Valuablelessoo.scanbeleam,d diced against persons afflicted with diagnosis. Daniel went to University sonally, and nationally, he is ur--..
r _________ 'I . fianthep-ejudicesthatcanresultftool the HIV-virus.
Hospital in Lexingtoo oo Saturday able to return to school. A fuoo t
I
I a false-positive test result. I had the
Frierxls stopped talking to him, February 27. He submitted to a uri- been set up at Star Banlc, PortsqlpOOU[lityto learn this very recently. strangersmadedegradingandpainful nalysis and a bkxxl test The results mouth locatioo to collect money to
bring Daniel bane fer school. DeI A very dear friend of mine re- statements,andhebegantofeelostra- came back negative.
I cendy was diagnosed as HIV.posi- cized. It is so sad that rather than
Daniel is very grateful to thCR pngts can be made at Star Bank in
I
333 2nd Street
I tive. He had taken a blood te& at the -admitting their fear and suppcrting whodepositedmoneyintothefimset the name of Daniel Stewart. Any
I
I State Department of Health and was him,supposedlyopenminded,people up fer him. Without the money he amount will be 3RRCiated. Let's
I
Footer
I informedoftheresults. He was totally ran frcm him and punished him for would never have been able to have wooc together to retp him fulfill his
I
Medium Pepsi
I devastated. His emotions were on a those same fears and ignorance.
these tests done. I pray that the dream mi show him that peq>le do
1
II _roU_er_-coaster
_ _-_-ange
__
r,_depressi
_ _·oo,_and
_ _ _v_ou_,_m_y_r_ead_e_rs_,_kno_w_I_am
__conm
_ _mn_·_ty_'s_con
__1P_taSS_iondoes
_ _m_eoo
__au-e.
_________
HEADPHONE RADIO",.·
jutrorcam.. ,, . ,,

• creme
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.
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.;..
With Coupon

The ~nglish are polite by telling the lies. The Americans are polite by telling the.truth.

--Malcolm Bradbury
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Scholarships Are Available

Tuition at SSU is one of the
lowest in all ofOhio's state universities. Still, college attendance is an
e~nsive proposition, so nearly 85
~cent of Shawnee State's students
on some form of financial aid.
.state and federal grjlllts, loans and
work opportunities all combine to
make going to Shawnee State affordable.
Fornmately for SSU students, a
nwnber of donors have established
scholarships through the SSU Development Foundation, and the university itself grants other special schol-

arships. These awards are available
even to those students who may not
beeligibleforothertypesofaid, but
students must apply, and they need
to do so early.
According to Gene Wilson, Director of financial Aid at the University, now is the time to apply.
•'Most ofour scholarships have
an April 15 deadline," said Wilson,
''and since students need to complete the application, attach high
school transcripts, and include letters of recommendation, the process takes awhile.''

L to R Dr. Paul Crabtree, Christina
Strang, Harold Jordan and H. Edward
Mantell Treasurer Int'I Brotherhood
of Elec. Workers Local 575.

OnFebruary 19,HaroldJordan,
Directorofthe International Brotherhood ofElectrical Workers Local
515, and the group's treasurer, H.
Edward Mantell, were on the campus of Shawnee State University to
formally present their 1992-93
Scholarship Award to Christina
Strang and Jennifer Matiz. Also on
hand for the presentation was Dr.
Paul Crabtree,Assistant Vice-Presi1ent of Student Affairs.
The scholarship award was ini' lly created by the organization to

Daddy,

I Love You!
~om.my

Spring Breakers

Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONl!Y and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus
marketing. 800-423-5264

honorthememoryofGordonFreeman.
Freeman was once closely associated with the organization's
local branch and was the International President in Washington,
D.C. He also started the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers sponsors
four, one-quarter scholarships for
local members or their families.
They encourage application now
for the 1993-94 awards.

Wilson's office has a brochure,
"Scholarships at Shawnee State
University" available for anyone
who'd like to pick one up, and
manyofthearea'shighschoolco\Dlselors have copi~s as well.
The brochure describes the general scholarship program, who is
eligible to apply, and the value of
each award. Each brochure also
contains an application form.
"Our donors who make these
awards possible are to be commended," said Wilson. "Many of
our area's students could not attend

DidYou Know??

--March I, 1961 President
Kennedy establishes the Peace
Caps.
--March 2, 1949 U.S.Air Force
Captain Gallagher, completes the
firstnonstopflightaroundtheworld,
refueling several times in mid-flight.
--March 3, 191 7 Russia and
Germany sign the Treaty of
BrestLitovsk, ending Russia's participation in World War I.
--March 4, 1634 The first tavern
in America opens in Boston.
--Marcli 5, 1979 The Supreme
Court rules that alimony laws requiringpayments by divorced wives,
are unconstitutional.
--March 6, 1857 The Supreme Court rules that a slave
taken into a free state cannot
sue for freedom, in the Dred
Scott decision.
--March 7, 1927 The Supreme
Court rules that a Texas law prohibiting Blacks from voting in primary
elections is wiconstitutional.
--March 8, 1925 As the worst
tornado in the United States sweeps
through the midwest, 689 people are
killed.
--March 9, 1864 In a ceremony
atthe White House, UlyssesS. Grant
is given his commission as Lieutenant General and becomes Commander in Chiefofthe Union Anny,
during the Civil War.
--March 10, 1966 Two thousand
Ncxth Vietnam::se~attackaGreen
Beret camp in the Ashau Valley, killing 200 soldiers, during the Vietnam
War.

r--------------------~
I
I
I
Pizza Hut II
I
I
Two medium specialty
I
pizzas--Pep. Lovers,
I '"DIii. Supreme
or Meat Lovers
I
$11.99
I Valid only at participatina Pizza Hut re•taurants . Pre•ent whel'I ordering.

I
I
I
I
II

I One coupon per person per visit. Not valid with other di1count1 or coupon••
1/20 cent cash .redemption value. 1984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
I Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut
I

·--------------------~

Shawnee State without this financial
help, so our dooors are truly making a
difference in people's lives."
This year, 145 studentsareawarded
specialscholarshipsatSSUandeven
more will be awarded for 1993/94.
In fact, there are three new scholarships that were not available in the
past. They are the David G. Besco
Scholarship in English/Education
and the Galen S. Besco Scholarship
in Math/Education, both of which
were created in a bequest by Mrs.
Galen Besco to hon<r the memories
ofher son and husband. Each are full

tuition awards for students in their
sophomore, junior, or senior year.
The third is the Community Common Scholarship created on the 10th
anniversary of the newspaper. It is
open to a high school senior with an
interest in journalism or communications.
Anyone interested in making
application for a SSU Scholarship
should contact their high school
counselor or the Financial Aid Department at SSU. Anyone interested
in creating a scholarship should call
Susan Warsaw at (614) 355-2251.

To The Brotherhood
of Tau Kappa
Epsilon,
We decline your 1nvitatioa.
Wolves do ot hunt
with dogs
The
Brotherhood of
ArTyrAr
Fr,001

Write
for the
Chronicle
LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS

RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL
INSTRU- •
MENTS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES

STATE LI-

CENSED
PAWNBROKER

,

'

•

'

'

137 Gallia St.
B&B
Portsmouth
INC.
353-4250open 6 days a week

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Mechanical Wort.

r-

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
._
ACCESSORIE
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

GalUa & Waller Sta. Portamoatll

Fundraiser

Looking for student
grQups to sponsor us on
campus. Fast,• easy, big

SS$$'s Call (800) 592-2121
ext. 309.
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IRSTest:Voice

Signature for Filing
By Phone

Thousands of Ohio college students may be eligible to file their
federal income tax return without
mailing anything to the Internal
Revenue Service this year.
The IRS is testing a voice signature option on its TeleFile-file by phone--system.
'' Instead of signing and mailing
a tax return, qualifying taxpayers
can call the agency on a special tollfree number, enter their tax information over a Touch-Tone telephone, and state their name to
complete the filing process," said
agency spokesperson Teri Dixon.
"It's fast, easy, convenient, and
is virtually error-free" Dixon said.
"This is our latest effort to reduce
the burden on taxpayers.''
Generally, TeleFile is available
to single Ohio taxpayers who used
the system last year or who filed, or
couldhavefiled;Form 1040EZ. The
system is open 24 hours a day; tax-

payers can file at their convenience.
Eligible taxpayers will receive a
special tax package in the mail with
complete instructions. TQe tax package contains the toll-free number to
callandapersonalidentificationmmber for security reasons when filing.
''TeleFile will add your income,
compute the tax, and tell you the
amount ofyour refund or balance due-all within approximately seven minutes,' ' Dixon said.
Taxpayers who owe additional
tax have the option of filing early
and mailing their payment by April
15.
IRS introduced TeleFilelast year.
The system was only available in
Ohio. The agency is again restricting. 1992 tax return usage to the
Buckeye state. Voice signature is
limited to taxpayers in central and
southern Ohio.
Mere than 126,000 peq,le from
Ohio used TeleFile last year.

Stability
Income Training
Merit Promotions
Benefits
Are these things important to you? I

so, the leading sales organization of a
Fortune Service 500 Company seeks 2
individuals, M/F who are ready to
make a career decision with job satisfaction and financial security. If you're
oflegal age, goal oriented, and ready
for a career opportunity, then call
Monday ortly 7-9 pm for a confidential appointment.
Chuck Marquess 353-1999

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted te promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Progi:ams 1-800-327-6013.

The Bear's Den
Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
h~t lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p .m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

Job Fair Provides Opportunities for
Health Science Students
The largest Health Science Job
Fair ever scheduled for Shawnee
State University· students and
alumni will be held on Thursday,
February 25 in the Activities Center. More than seventy-five prospective employers will have displays, accept resumes and
interview graduating students or
alumni.
Dick Howard, Director of the
Office of Career Services at the

Why is a roomful of high school
English teachers gathering in a university engineering lab to participate in a composition workshop?
Because the impact ofmodem technology is changing the traditional
educational setting.
··
Such is the case as eighteen
southern Ohio English teachers visit
the Vern Riffe Advanced Technology C.enter for an interactive workshop conducted by Shawnee State
University's Dr. Marc Leeds, an

What is the Bear Hu& Award?

How Do I Nominate an Individual for

the Bear Hu& Award?

Anyone may nominate an administrator, faculty or staff member by
submitting a brief history that illustrateS how he or she has "gone above
and beyond the call of duty." 1he essay should convey the nominator's
reasons for nominating the member of the univenity rommunity. An
individual may nominate as many candidates as he or she wishes. A
nominator need not attach his or her name with the etSay(s). Essays May
be submitted until Noon, Friday, March 5, 1993 in the University Center
Administration Office.

How are the Bear Hug Award

Recipients Selected?

A Student Senate appointed committee of twelve students will evaluate
each essay on the merits described. However, the nominee's name is
omitted for objective reviewing. Each committee member -igns a point
value, based on a ten point system, to each nomination form. The nominee
whooe essay has the moot acquired points will be the 1993 Bear Hug Award
Recipients.

Who ii the Bm Baa Awanl ScJccUon OnmlltccZ
Joe Harris, Chair
Joe Hull
CarrieStorey
Kevin Ashley
Rhonda Dabbs
Bill Dillon

University, said that students will
have the opportunity to meet a diverse group ofhealth care organimtion representatives from a broad
geographic area, as well a make
contacts with regional agencies.
Many employers are interested
in students with degrees in Nursing, Dental Hygiene, Respiratory
Therapy, Radiologic Technology,
Occupational Therapy Assistant,
Physical Therapist Assistant and

Medical Laboratory Technology.
There is a great deal of student
interest in the Health Science majors and there is a great de~
interest in Shawnee graduate.
to their high quality as employee:,.
Students can make contact with
50 agencies and another 25 organizations are accepting resumes. All
interested individuals may visit the
display booths ont he mezzanine
level of the Activities C.enter.

Impact of Modern
Technology Is Changing

The Bear Hug Awanl, established in 1990, is presented to a member of
Shawnee State University's administration, faculty and staff for his/her
positive outlook on the univenity and for "going above and beyond the call
of duty." The award is a symbol of thanks from the university rommunity
for one's devotion, loyalty and dedication for making SSU a better place to
learn, work and grow. This marks the first year a Bear Hug Award will
presented in each of the following categories: administration, faculty and
staff.

Donna ICerecz

Derek Ke!ig
Bridget Pennington

Dennis Valentine
Sharon Wagner

Polly Workman

1he Fourth Annual Bear Hug Awanl Reception will be held We<lnesday,
April 28, 1993 at 2.-00 PM In the University Center

the place for food at Shawnee State
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ack To School Specia

15.95 oil chan es ecial

Includes c,il filter alld up to five quarts of
oil, co11plete chassis lube
available at

Knittel', BP Senice Center

jv1SAI
Knkter, Radiator" Air C.OndltlaamchiJ
2026 Robinson Avenue

Knittel' 1 Muffler " Brake Shop
2109 11th Street
Gallia & Waller Streets

10% dbcoumon labor with~

A~iate Professor of English.
'' Strategies for Teaching
Cof!lposition on Computers" is Dr.
Leeds' effort to introduce teaching
techniques made possible by the use
of computers in composition classrooms. The teacher-participants are
from a variety of local high schools
recently outfitted with new computer facilities.
The program covers a broad
range of topics including software
selection, re-design of traditional
teaching suategies, and a sample
course syllabus. The information is
broadly based on the unique capabilities computers bring to the classroom, so the introduction of new
teaching techniques can be applied
to any computing platform.
Integrating computers in composition and literature curricula has
been a specialty of Dr. Leeds for the

past eight years. He has published a
munber ofarticles on the subject and
presented before national organimtions including the prestigious National Writing Project and the College Conference on Composition
and Cormnunication. He is also a
member of the OhioLINK Education and Training Committee.
OhioLINK is a project to connect all
the Ohio state university libraries
into a single electronic resource, the
nation's most ambitious \Dldertaking of its type.
The workshop is funded by a
grant from the Ohio Board of Regents through their Early English
Composition Assessment Program.
Shawnee State University is partici•'I
pating for the third year in this very
succesmil cooperative venture between university English profCSSCl'S
and English teachers in Sciotollimn,-.

Thank You
Gary and Troy
for
fixing ·the
co01puter for -~
me

..~Qo/o
-------------SAVINGS:.
:iQNA§'t8=ll1fl19WS :

:~ajestic
~~ii,tCegt~n:
I 928 Gallia Streett · 1·
· ·

at

•

Knittel~s

Air Conditioning
and
Radiator Shop

-

~•......_IINlllrC111141tlaMltwikec••

$15.95 Oil Change Special

;'P~::t~:t'i!~l L=--===-----;;;;;;,I
Ii..;. ............. ..;.~.

2026 Robinson Ave. JS<t-1230

I00/4 duan,nt on labor with SSU ID

lncladet oil lllter and ap to 5 9um
- _of oil alld complete di•nl• lilbe.
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WHITECROSS RocksYour Soul

By Kevin Zornes
UC Copy Editor/Staff Writer
Years ago, when I first grew
long hair and got into rock music, a
band named STRYPER gained my
attention. Their album To Hell With
was filled with great rock
.sic witha priceless message: God
'--.tovesyou.
STRYPER introduced me into
the world of Christian Rock. Although I thought it was a small
world, I liked it and bought every
STRYPER album.
STRYPER then decided they
could not compete with other big
bands if they continued as Christian
Rockers. They changed their image
and soon resembled your average
rock band. Their sound became cliche and they soon disbanded.
When STRYPER left Christian
Rock, I thought the industry died. I
was wrong. A friend of mine introduced me to a band named
WHITECROSS, and once again, I
was hooked.
WHITECROSS uses their musical talents tQ produce music that's
pleasing to your rock-hungry ears
and needed if you have a starving
soul. They've taken over where
STRYPER left off and have surpassed anything STRYPER ever
thought of doing.
The band consists of Mike
Feighan on drums, Rex Carroll on
lead guitar, Scott Harper on bass,
and Scott Wenzel as lead vocalist.
Carroll and Wenzel are the band's
songwriting team. Although the two
have somewhat different personalities, Carroll stated, "Scott and I
think very differently, which is prob•ably the strength of the band. The
bond that hold us together is the call
of God."
WHITECROSS released
their fifth album, In The ~in2d.0In., in June of 1991. Scott
Wenzel remarked about the In
The Kin2dom title,' 'The phrase
is more than a mere title .. .lt's a
blunt description of where we
choose to spend our talents and
efforts - in the Kingdom of
God.''
The album is said to be
'-' • ... their most musically adnturous project to date ... " The

album contains eleven tracks and
has everything from ballads to
headbanging rock to blues and rap.
The album also contains a screaming guitar solo by Carroll titled "The
Eternal Fire".
Their single ''No Second
Chances", from the In The Kin2-

~HITECROSS

~uddle
Pudding
9 - 2A.M.

Rt. 23 Portsniouth
The University Chronicle
dQm albwn, spent two months in the
# I spot on the Contemporary Chris-

trying to get people into
WHITECROSS, but into the Lord."
tian Music charts in 1991. The single
Along with their rigorous tour"In His Hands" went to #4 on the ing schedule, the band also supports
CCM charts the same year.
Compassion International and Teen
The band has received three con- Mania. Teen Mania is an organizasecutive Dove Nominations for tion which sends youths on overseas
Metal Song of the Year and two missions to help spread the same
consecutive nominatjons for Dove message the band members want to
Metal Album of the Year.
·
get across.
WHITECROSS was chosen FavorWHITECROSS is a band that
ite Metal Band in 1990 by the CCM must not be dismissed because of
Reader's Choice Awards. They also their message or mission. It's still
received the Dove Award for Metal rock music. Although it may not be
Album of the Year in 1989.
Sex, Drugs, and Rock N' Roll with
There isn't a song on the album this band, they succeed at what few
that can't be considered hard-hit- rock bands attempt to do: write and
ting. My picks for best tracks in- perform about what they believe in.
clude the title track "In The KingI would like to thank PGM Mandom", "If He Goes Before Me", agement for the valuable informa_and "Holy War", a mixture of tion provided for the writing of this
rockandrap. "LovelsA Weapon" article.

-•--·

CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, B'fJY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

White male, 26, seeks attractive
single female 18-26 for purpose of
lasting friendship and dating. Prefer
someone with moderate Christian beliefs and sense of humor. Send reply to
UC office correspondent #35
Want to Travd Free, Earn Cash

and Resume Experience? Students
nad Organii.ations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years
experience, great prices, hotels and
destinations. Call I (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.

Attention slngles!!Are you tired
of being alone? Looking for something different? Join The Singles Club.
Many activities for people looking for
new friends and those interested in fun
activities. Members range from 17-87
years old, More than 60 current members call KAREN AUSTIN at 614354-3211 ifno answer leave message.
Ad.

Wolohan Lumber Is now hiring

Entertainment

... . .. •- ........

ATTHE FRANKLIN
Fri. & Sat. March 5th & 6th

Write

for the·
Chronicle.
Call Manson
at 3S5-2278
or see him in
MJtssie 411.

Attention
Puddin
Heads
Appearing

is a description of the band's mission as well as our mission, if we
choose to take it.
WHITECROSS is not a band
which plays to promote record sales
or themselves. Lead singer Scott
Wenzel says, "We want to be an
extension of the youth groups, the
pastorsandthechurches ...We'renot

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
Oil

ssu Campus

for part-time swnmer help. Positions
include: Cashiers, Yardworkers, and
Stockworkers. Flexible schedules.
Apply at 415 Market St. Portsmouth,
Oh. 45662. Equal Opportunity Employer. Ad.
AdverttseladteeirORide. Itpays!
$1.00 per 30 words.

Looking for i>llu to play pick-up
games ofstreet hockey on rollerblades.
Age and experience doesn't matter.
See Dr. Tony Dzik in Business Annex
133 or call 355-2326. Ad.
I love and miss you all It's lonely
In Kentucky. If anyone wants a
friend or penpal Write me: Daniel

Stewart P.O. Box 1026, Evarts, Ky.
40828. All letters welcome. Ad.
Very sensitive white 21 year old

single mother with one child looking
for companionship. Prefer a response
from a mature male 25 to 35 that enjoys.
movies, music of the 50's, 60's, ?O's
andcounuymusic. Should enjoy church,
children and have a good sense of humor. Write to: 4405 Rose Valley Rd.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662-Diane Michelle. Ad.
WW typee1uys,term papen,etc.,

$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.
Shawnee State Student (29 years
old majoring in Business ) with 5 year
old daughter is looking for housing. In
exchange for nominal rent and a quiet
and safe place to live, she is willing to
do light houseworlc, food shopping and
driving. If you have any infonnation
please call the GROW office at 2552370. Ad.
· Sprlag deaalag Full- to QueenSi7.e bedframe. Good condition $25.
Full-si7.edplaypen $30. Call 456-5952.
Ad.

The University Chronicle

By Philip Thleken
UC Entertainment Editor

ing, "I wish there was a classical
The other day, I was in the music channel, I'd tum it on and
Student Union and I witnessed hopefully it would civilize these
two groups of students arguing people.''
Back at the beginning of fall
over what channel would be
watched on the big screen TV. quarter, I polled about l Opercent of
One group wanted CMT and the the student body, asking ''What is
your favorite type ofmusic?" About
other group wanted MTV.
As the argument grew, people 90 percent of those polled would
started yelling names and rude first answer, "I like all kinds of
comments about each different music.'' At that I would press them
to pick one they listened to most.
type of music.
The point I'm trying to make is
"Country Sucks," "Shut-up
you heavy metal freak.'' ''I'm not that there's no need to argue over
a freak. You are, you inbred coun- MTV or CMT. The should switch
try redneck." "Who are you between the two every half-hour or
callin' inbred you P>king, Dope hour so we all can get a little bit of
Head!" "You,youS#!tforBrains both. Watching the same thing all
day,MTV orCMT,canreallygeton
Hillbilly.''
All through this I was think- your nerves, and the arguments can

cause headaches. Not to mention, it
make the people arguing look dumb.
All music is gocxl music, we
should learn to appreciate it all.
Wanderini: Spirit is the new solo
album from Mick Jagger. Mick preforms a variety of styles of music on
this album. Mick also enlists help
from some people who are known
for music that's very different than
what you would expect form Mick.
These people include, Lenny Kravitz,
Flea and Courtney Pine.
The album starts with a rockin'
tune titled "Wired All Night," then
flows to a track with a gospel type
sound titled "Out of Focus."
Mick rocks on through to the
track "Use Me", a bluesy-soul
sound, that he sings with Lenny
Kravitz.
Then comes "Evening Gown",
with a strong country sound to it.
Mick rocks again until the blues
of the track "I've Been Lonely For
So Long". He then finishes the album with a hauntingly sweet sound
with the ''Angel In My Heart'', and
finally with a traditional Irish tune
titled "Handsome Molly".
Mick does a really gocxljob with

Qu een's L egendary Guitarist
Releases Solo Album

By Martin Poston

Business/Staff Manager
Brian May is no stranger to
the music industry. Many who
are faithful followers of the classic rock group Queen are familiar
with May and his work. He has
been at least partially responsible
for either writing or providing
captivating guitar work on such
Queen masterpieces as "'39,"
"We Will Rock You," "Who
WantsToLiveForever,"andthe
recently revived classfo, ''Bohemian Rhapsody." He has now
released an album of original
material, fifteen months after the
untimely passing of lead vocalist
Freddie Mercury.
UC

May's album, Back to the

Li&ht, was actually about five

years in the making, and began
somewhere between the Queen
albums AKind ofMa&ic and IM

Miracle.

May says-in the introduction
that the album' 'is not the story of
my life; it is merely a collection
ofattempts made at various times

to ·make sense of life's journey."
The album is not meant to be a
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in Wembley Stadium last April.
"Nothin' But Blue" is a laid-back,
blues ballad which
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f e a t u r e s the only
guest appearance
by another memberofQueen,John
Deacon. "Resurrection" is a song
which actually
kind ofborderson
metal, co-written
with drummer
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --Cozy Powell.
Queenalbum, butanalbumofsongs '' Love Token'' is another gocxl old
recorded for '' fim and escapism.'' fashioned rock tune. The title track
The albumisledoffbythesingle "Back To The Light" and "Just
''Driven By You,'' a good, rockin' One Life'' are also great tracks on
track written by May and recorded the album.
in 1991 in Montreux, Switzerland.
The album also features two great
May stays true to his legendary
guitar solos, "The Dark" and "Last form on Back to the Lid)t. The
Horizon.''
album proudly displays May's talents as both a musician and a
Other major highlights of the songwriter. I highly recommend
album include a beautiful ballad, this album. This album is a must"Too Much Love Will Kill You," a have.for any Queen fan, and even if
song which May performed live you aren't, it's still quite an impresduring the Concert For Life, the sive addition to any music library.
tribute concert for Freddie Mercury ....1,2

the music on this album. It's worth
the time to listen to. • •• 112
Neil Young's new album liar=
vest Moon is mostly a warm flow of
acoustic pop music from the heart.
Along the way, Neil has chilling
songs and some gocxl fim songs, all
with the help of Linda Ronstadt,
James Taylor, and Nicolette Larson.
The album takes a dark tum on
the track "War of Man" and then a
little bit offim comes out in the track
"Old Kind", a bluegrass sound
about a hound dog.
Harvest Moon is a very well
done collection of musical talent.
From start to finish, Neil brings a
soft but strong sound that is very
pleasing. I would highly recommend
this album to everyone. ••••
It's here. Poison's new album
Native Tow,ie. and it sounds like
the band is taking a new direction
with their new guitarist Rickie
Kotzen.
With 15 songs on this album,
some have a lot more depth and
meaning in them than what Poison
has been known for. Take the current hit single "Stand" which is
about fighting for what you believe

in and not giving in.
Othersongsofmentionare "The
Scream", "Theatre of The Soul",
and ''Blind Faith", and especially
"Bring It Home", a song about
dirty politics and politicians.
Now,letsnotsaythere'snothing
ftmonthisalbum. The songs "Body
Talk", "Strike Up The Band", and
"Ride Child Ride" give you f
with an edge.
One other thing you just can't
miss is the song ''Whip Comes
Down". This song isn't on the album; it can only be found on the
"Stand" CD single.
All in all I feel poison is now
growing in the right direction and
Native Toupe is just the beginning.
·••112
Grade Scale
Excellent•••••
Great••••
Gocxl •••
Fair••
Poor•
I would liketothankTimShephard
and Shephard's Sound Wom, 1003
Gallia Street fa- providing me with
music to review. All these albums and
manymoreare availab/eatShephards.

Kid's Korner on Books

MoreMildred Taylor

By Stephanie Wright
UC Opinion Editor

Last week, I introduced you to
MildredTaylor,authorofaserieson
a black family living in Mississippi
in' the l 930's. Her first three books
were the topic of my discussion:
Son2 of the Tree, Roll ofThwder,
Hear My Czy, and Let the Circle Be
Unbroken.
I was unable to obtain and read
the next two books, The Gold
Cadillac and The Friendship. Therefore, I will Qiscuss the last book in
the series, at least to my knowledge,
The Road To Memphis (1990). ·
The Road To Memphis is set in
the 1940'sandiscenteredpredominantly around Stacey and Cassie
Logan, Little Willie, Moe Turner,
and Clarence Hopkins. Prejudice is
still rarJ}Jmlt, wt once again, Jeremy
Simms, a white boy, helps his friends.
This book is very touching and leaves
thereaderbeggingfaanothetTaylor
book.
Cassie is returning to school in
Jackson. She is about seventeen years
old and~ been going to school in
Jackson for two years. Her braher,
Stacey, and t w o ~ Little Willie

and Moe, work in Jackson. Stacey has
ju& bought a 1938 Ford from Mr.
Wade Jamison, a white attorney, so
that he could take Cwie back to
school.
Trouble erupts in Strawberry,
~asthegroupisretmningto
Jackson. Jeremy's cousins, Statler,
Leon and Troy, harass Moe. He hits
them with a tire iron. Jeremy hides
Moe under a tarpaulin in the back of
his truclc and takes him oo to Jackscxt.
The Logans, Clarence, and Little Willie return to Jackson in Stacey's car.
They realize that Moe won't be
safe unless he goes North. They drive
to Memphis, Tennesseetoputhimon
the train to Olicago. Ou the way,
Clarence experiences severe beadachesandisleftatthehcmeofablack
medicine woman.
ClilldhoodendsoothistripasMoe
leaves for Olicago, Clarence dies, and
Jeremy is ostracized by his family for
helpingMoeescape.ltisalsotheti of the Pearl Harbor attack
many young men are off tow:
This book is geared toward me
middlegradesandup.Itisusefulfor
almosteverysubjectftomhist«yto
math.

The sonatas of Mozart are unique; they are t~o easy
for:. children~ arid too difficult for artists. ..
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Men's Basketball has Victory
By Dave Logan
UC Staff Writer

Shawnee State University's
Men's Basketball managed to pull
down a 86-73 victory over Mt. Vernon Nazarene Thursday night. The
fir#,halfwas full offouls and turn.,. -~. With Shawnee's first
_.cets being 3-pointers and an
'additional 3 tries within one minute,
the Bears looked strong. However,
they went in down by 3 at the half.
With 15 minutes left in the
game Arnzen told his team to work
the perimeter. The score was tied
44-44 when Travis Merry took
charge sinking a 3 pointer and
driving the lane twice drawing
fouls each time. This drive put SSU
up 54-48. However, with 11 minutes left of the clock, Mt. Vernon
fought back and tied it at 55. After
missing 11 free throws, the Bears
capitalized on fouls in the last four

two

minutes converting them to 14 points.
Merry led the game with 24
points, and was followed by Ryan
Hudson who had 18 points and 8
even rebollllds. Jamie Perozek and
Eric Pennington led Mt. Vernon
with 18 and 16 points consecutive.
''I• m happy for our players because as hard as they work, they
deserve success,'' Arnzen said.
The win puts SSU at 12-17 and
1-12.
Sports Editor Note: They men
travel to Malone Saturday, Feb.
27th for their final contest of the
season. I called Mark Bankert,
Malone's S.I.D ., about the final contest.
The Pioneers are 15- I 3 on the
season and the future is slightly dim.
They are led by three seniors and a
junior. He feels the Bears have a
bright future due to their youth. The

feeling is that Malone will be in the
Bears situation, waiting for experience to develop.
The three Seniors graduating
for the Pioneers are Jon Blose, 6-3
forward averaging 17.4 points per
game, Mike Albertson, 6-3 guard
averaging IS.I points a game and
45 percent average for 3-pointers.
He has made 55 trifectas so far this
season. The . third is Scott
Laughman, a 6-6 forward.
It sure would be nice for Coach
Arnzen and the other team members
to come home Saturday night with a
victory. A good note to end the
season on by taking 3 out of 4 and a
good building block for next season.
My respect goes out to Coach Arnzen and his players for holding their
heads high and never giving up during a tough rebuilding season. I can't
wait till next year.

Go Bears!

JenniWessel Named Mid-Ohio ConderenceWomen's
Basketball Player of the Week
Shawnee State University center Jennie Wessel is the Mid-Ohio Conference women's basketball Player of
the Week. Wessel, a 6-foot sophomore from Waverly, Ohio, had 64 points and 38 rebounds in three victories.
She had 27 points and a school-record 17 rebounds in an 86-70 win over Urbana, 18 points and 12 boards in a
84-59 romp over Pikeville (Ky), and 19 points with nine rebounds in an 87-69 victory against Ohio Dominican.

Sports Spotlight of the Week

By Torn Davis
UC Sports Editor

Chuck Carpenter is respectfully
known as Mr. Everything. He has
Elone or handled just about everything in the athletic department.
When Carpenter started classes at
SSU in i 988, he was hired as assistant softball coach for the ~ g
1989 season.
Robin Hagen Smith was the head
coach and Greg Smith was the other
assistant coach. This was the first
year for women's softball and the
Smith's had their hands full with
women's basketball. Chuck was left
with the task of getting the program
he grolllld until Robin and Greg
up their time.
Mpenter handled the practices,
recruiting, player cuts, and ordering all of the uniforms and equipment. During this time, Chuck was
busy attending a full schedule of
classes.
In its first year of existence, the
team won the 1.989 NAIA District
22 Championship going to 11.:s. In
the 1989-90 season, Greg Smith

took over the reigns as head coach

ar'4 ~l_{agen-Smith along with

The Univenity Chronicle
Women s Basketball has
another impressive victory
By Shawn Carver
UC Staff Writer

The Women Bears pulled out
yet another impressive victory, 7370, over Mt. Saint Joseph Tuesday
night in the SSU Activities Center.
The Bears (20-9) started out
slow in the first halfas Jenni Wessel
played only 4 minutes due to early
foul trouble. Mt. Saint Joseph ( 169, ranked 2 I st in the nation in
NAIADivll)led34-33 at the half.
Coach Robin-Hagen Smith
must have fired her team up at
intermission. Down by one 38-37
early in the second half, Tiffany
Clayton assisted Robin Bugg for a
device which wouldeventuallytwn
into a 10-0 run that gave the Bears
a 47-38 lead.
The Bears never trailed again.
All in all, Coach Smith's squad
lead a well-balanced attack with 3
players scoring in double figures.
Molly Linville proved to be
100 percent and then some returning to the line-up with an outstanding 23 points, seven rebounds, and
five assists.
Jenni Wessel scored 12 of her
16 points in the second half along

with 6 boards. Tiffany Clayton finished with a much-needed 14 points
and nine assists.
Mt. Saint Joseph's Angel
Buchanan was second highest with
17 points and 12 re~ds.
The Women Bears enter tournament play Saturday hosting
Northwood Institute North Women
from Midland Mich.
Come out and support your
Women Bears!
..----------

Write
Sports
news
for the

call Tom
Davis at
or see
him in
Massie 411

I Love You
Randy and
Robby
RAISE A COOL

$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Carpenter and newly appointed
Ralph Cole as the assistants.
That year, the Women Bears had
a .500 season. The fall of 1989,
Chuck was the Asst. Cooch of the
men'sandwomen'scr~countrynnning. He was still the practice mentor
fer softball.
In the 1990-91 seasoo, the coaching alignments were still intact from
the year befcre. The softball team was
21-13 and just barely missed out on
the District 22 playoffs. Chuck was
also an assistant coach again fer the
men'sandwomen'sc~coontryteam
in the fall of 1990.
While helping out on a softball
fundmser in January of that seasoo,
Carpenter suffered a heart attack. He
came back, after a brief spell, to finish
ooaching.
In 1991-92, Ralph Cole took over
as head coach with Chuck as his first
assistant. The Smith's stepped down
so they could d~o&e .their time tQ
basketball and recruiting. ~ t season, the Women Bears woq the MidOhio Conference: lt -~as their first
year in the MOC. ,-.
.

The women went on to capture
the NAIA District 22 and Bi-District
23 Championships. That put the ladies in the NAIA National Championship in Pensacola, Florida. The
Women Bears finished up the season
ranked 10th in the nation.
That year, Carpenter also handled
his full time student classes along
withhisdutiesasS.I.D.(Sportslnformation Director) and Half-Time Directorforallofthemen'sandwomen's
basketball games. Chuck was also
contributing his time at the Lion's
Club/Shawnee State Women Bear's
Softball Bingo.
This year, Carpenter has an extra
heavy c~ load. He will be graduating
this spring. He is majoring in Natural
Science with his concentration in Biology and Elementary Educatic:n.
Chuck is oolping out as a part-time
coach because of his field wcrk as a
student teacher. His other respormbilities jnclude .Game Adminis&ratcr and .
• Half~Time'Director fer the men's and
W<Xllffl 's heme basketball
Tbr.,Aihleti~Oirectorfcii:S.S UJun

~;hidpajseforOtuck,saying,

''Chuck Carpenterisabletoperfmn
nearly every task in the athletic
departn;1ent When you give him a
task you can fully expect him to
deliver."
His most memaable moment at
SSU came when he was coaching
third base for the Women Bears at
Maehead State University. "That
was the first time our team got to
face a NCAA Division 1 school.
We took both games in the real
barn burners,'• Chuck stated. Both
District 22 Championships and the
trip to the nationals are also pleasurable nxments fer Chuck.
Carpenter feels his smrogate father image and coaching are very
special to him. He said, "Ralph Cole
recruits them and I daddy them. I
help out in anyway I can. If the
women need any oolp, all they have
to oo is call oo me."
Whenaskedabouthishobbieshe
said;••~ l(,ve;.eat, mJ sleep spons.
·Woo has time for hobbies?"
N<ieFromSportsEdi1or: Iwould
liketothankChlCkaodhiifamilyfbr
all ofdie valuable time spc!ntat SSO.

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!

No obligation. No Cost.
And a FREE

IGLOO COOLER

if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0S28, Ext.6S

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
_Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Chur~ Fifth and Put .
Ave., Friday 8 p.DL
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Shawnee Education Association's Proposal

Salary Freeze and Loan of $129,000 Mis-represented
to the Board ofTrustees
Dr. Veri badly mis-represented
the SEA proposal to the Board of
Trustees. The Board of Trustees
voted against our proposal at the
February 12, 1993 meeting. Tom
Winters of the Board stated that
accepting the proposal would cost
the Universityasmuchas$166,000.
The $166,000 figure is false and the
correct figure is $0.00. Dr. Veri was
informed of the details of our proposal at a meeting with the Executive Committee on l-22-93(an approximate date). At that meeting he
was told that the proposal meant
there would be no pay increases for

steps that are granted each year for
faculty. He knew it meant a hard
freeze with salaries remaining the
same for one year. At a meeting of
12-31-92 with Dr. Creamer I informed him that we would not be
asking for a salary increase for the
step. The step would be granted but
no money would be granted for the
step. Simply put the proposal was to
rollover the contract for one year
with all provisons intact except that
ftherewould bea' 'HARD FREEZE
ON SALARIES".
To put this whole matter into its
properperspectivethe Students, Staff

and the University Community
should know the facts. Dr. Veri put
pressure on the S.E.A. to help with
the Money Problems caused by
mixups in the Business Affairs Office.
We responded by a membership
vote to help by loaning money and
by a salary freeze for one year, and
also foregoungnegotiating expenses
and hassles for one year. In troubled
budgetary times these are positive
events.
The last two negotiations have
ended in two strikes. This gesture of
a contract extension ofone year with

a SALARY FREEZE could only
have led to better relations between
the Board, the Administration and
the Shawnee Education Association.
Dr. Veri's office provided a
Cost Analysis of the SEA Proposal
to the Board showing Foregone
Premium Sharing on Health Insurance. This showed a lost revenue
of $80,400.00. This represents a
monthly premium of$60.00 per faculty member.
This indicates that Dr. Veri is
telling the Board that faculty should
start paying Insurance Premiums by

September.
Tosumitupitwasa 'don,
that the Proposal was dead from ...e
beginning. At the meeting of 1-2293 The S.B.A. was told that the
University did not need a loan to
help with it's cash flow or it's budgetary problem.
Dr. Creamer stated that the
measmes that were already taken
had solved the budget problems. He
stated that the Reserves were being
drawn down slowly. When asked if
the Reserves might not be depleted,
he said that it was very likely the
case.

·By moving from a costly First at premium savings. If the faculty
Dollar Health Insurance Plan to a had not moved to a cheaper health
90-10 Plan the Faculty have saved plan thepremiwns would be $126.00
the University $107,417.00. This a month more than they are at the
savings is from March 1992 thru present time. Premiums now run
June 1993. The Shawnee Education . $547.00permonthforafamilyplan
Association voted to move to the and $205.00 for a single plan.
Further the Shawnee Education
less costly 90-10 plan in early 1992.
is an active participant
Association
By this cooperation the University
in
the
University
wide Insurance
was able to move all the University
Committee.
This
committee
is goEmployees onto one commom plan

ing out for canpetitive bids in the
near ftiure to fwther save money on
University Insurance. During the last
negotiatioos the S.EA. wanted better
answers on why we continue with
Canmmity Mutual. We continue to
wen towards insurance sa~.
Seeing as how the Association
has cooperated since the last contract in keeping insurance costs at a
reasonable level it comes as a sur-

prise to learn that we are being asked
topaypremiumstothetuneof$60.00
a month. And this is just for openers.
The last strike was caused over
Health Insurance issues. Payment
of premiums is a highly sensitive
issue. Fer the President and the Board
to state: 'it feels it would be a breech
of faith with other employees if faculty do not pay a portion of their
health insurance premiums' comes

as a surprise. We will negotiate this
issue starting in June. At this
momemt in time it appears that the
University expects us to pay premiums and to go without a salary increase. Attracting quality faculty to
Portsmouth is not easy. A quality
Health Insurance IBClcage vi1al in
recruitingfacuhytoSSU. Wehaveno
interest in sliding back in this critical

Faculty Saves The University $107,417.00
On Insurance Premiums

area.

Budget Crisis Alleviated Voin~vich Budget For Next Biennium
By Savin~s of $596,000 In Shows Increases For Higher Education
As reported in the Portsmouth a 5.4 per-cent increase for FY '94 is the same as Shawnee State re~
Academic Affairs With
Daily tilpes of 2-5-93 the budget and a 6-.l per-cent increase for FY ceived for FY '93. The supplement
for FY '94andFY '95showhigher '95. Theregentshaverecommended for FY '95 is targeted at $3.l milSavings of $809,000
budget expenditures for Higher that Shawnee State receive $3.7 lion. Universities can also raise
Education. Spending is targeted at million supplement for FY '94. This · tuition by a max of 4 percent.
Overall
In mid-January Dr. Creamer dent Affairs shows savings of
stated to the SEA Executive Com- $63,000. Business Affairs shows
mittee that changes that had been savings of $90,000. Givebacks
implemented had greatly solved and donations are estimated at
the Budget Problems.
$60,000(Dr. Verihasnotdisclosed
Gary Gemmer as our represen- the savings in this area).
The Faculty has saved
tative on the Budget Committee
presents the following savings in $303,000.00 thru faculty leaves or
the General Fund for FY '93. Gary thru faculty resignations. Other
shows a total savings of transfers to grant positions in Aca$809,000.00. Ofthistotal$596,000 demic Affairs swells the total to
comesfromAcadernicAffairs. Stu- $596,000 as previously mentioned.

An Ad ByThe Shawnee
Education
Association

Sha-wnee Education Association
Holding Evening Meetings _
The Shawnee Education Association is holding weekly meetings
on Wednesday's at Bill Hanlon's
house. The kickoff meeting was
held Wednesday February 17.
·At the first meeting guidelines
were formed for future meetings.
The purpose of the meetings are to
formulate the needs of the membership for the next contract.
The meetings are OPEN to all
members, in fact ALL are urged to
participate. The Administration

has been holding weekly meetings
since August where the Contract is
the only discussion. All indications point to very difficult negotiations. We do not like what we
see from preliminaries with Dr.
Veri and the mood of the Board.
The budget for the next Biennium will be greatly improved over
what it was the last two years, so
that is good news.
Pizza and light refreshments
will be available at these meet-

ings. None of the refreshr
ts
come from the Treas~
of
Shawnee Education Asso.
)n.
Our budget is only $1500 and
change per year. Perhaps we will
hold a Garage Sale later this year
if it appears negotiations will lead
down that long dark road again.
The storm clouds are forming
early. I feel it is my responsibility
to tell you this.

Bill Hanlon

